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Marketplace

BITBOOLL
Investment Platform

NFTMARKET

DEXSWAP
Swap and Exchange

Co branded NFT market

Bitbooll ecosystem



Marketplace

2’000’000 Products 

28’000’000 Users 

7 EU Countries

Worldwide Shipping
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Fulfilment Taxes Bank Fees Profit

55%

9.5%

28%

7.5%

THE PROBLEM

Almost 7.5% of the 

price for each product 

offered online go to 

fees and taxes making it 

hard for small 

businesses with low 

revenue to challenge the 

big sharks in the 

e-commerce.

E-commerce pricing model



“
Any crypto 

money is worth 

nothing until it’s 

really spent. 

BOOLL developed  its own 

payment solution based 

on the blockchain 

ecosystem called 

BITBOOLL.  We now can 

accept crypto for online 

payments with less than 

0.01% transaction fee. 
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OUR SOLUTION



SMART CHAIN
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BITBOOLL is integrating 

its applications with the 

Binance Smart Chain in 

order to allow

smooth online purchasing 

experience. BITBOOLL 

ecosystem powers real 

online businesses.
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LICENSED DEX

BITBOOLL is listed as 

Cryptocurrency Exchange in  

EU based Government 

Registries as of 

01 July 2021.



WE automatically swap each 

online payment to our 

stable cryptocurrency

BTBUSD, with transaction 

fee less than 0,01%.

You can SWAP BTBUSD to a 

list of cryptocurrencies 

or withdraw to a bank 

account. 
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BTBUSD



BTC

ETH

BNB

BUSD

BTB

CAKE

KUDAN

BTBUSD

AUTOMATIC SWAP VIEW
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BitBooll’s investment 

platform offers popular 

digital assets. Invest

with just a few clicks or 

receive a passive investment 

as a reward to each product 

purchase from Booll 

Marketplace

INVESTMENT 

PLATFORM 
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BITBOOLL swap

BITBOOLL empowers its

investment platform with  

own Decentralized SWAP

application pairing all 

supported crypto

assets. The first swap 

pairs are between BNB or 

BUSD and all BITBOOLL 

tokens. 
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Nft marketplace

BITBOOLL owns NFT marketplace 

where digital and content 

creators benefit from the 

power of our community. You 

can farm our BITBOOLL tokens 

or buy original NFT’s with 

the most recognized Sport 

Celebrities  
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DAPPS 

FEATURES
Decentralized farming app with huge ROI 

for crypto holders or stable coins 

investors. Yields paid in Fiat and Crypto 

with innovative riskless algorithm.

Yield Farming

The power of blockchain is its transaction

transparency. BitBooll will provide explorer

app that will host all transaction data.

Transactions API

BitBooll is launching on Binance

Smart Chain as one of the most powerful 

and recognized blockchains with bunch of 

already running DEFI Projects.

BSC Smart Contracts

BitBooll is  hosting launchpad platform for 

its auditory to bring value to All unique 

and innovative projects

starting their journey.

Launchpad

Decentralized cryptocurrency exchange 

with live rates and futures is under 

development and will be launched at the 

last phase of the project.

DeX



Fundraising 

Cycle



The Grand Crypto 

ブル Tournament

BITBOOLL organizes a 

virtual crypto tournament 

between 4 Cryptocurrencies.

Based on their ranking all 

coins will receive 

different Tournament prizes
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SCOREBOARD

❖ 1 point per 1% from the 

total supply in circulation.

❖ 1 point for every 1000 

transactions.

❖ 1 point per 1000 swap 

transactions between 

wrestlers.

❖ 1 point per 1000 holders.



20% TOKENS
IN CIRCULATION 

TO UNLOCK NEXT 
ROUND
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LAUNCH
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YOKOZUNA

FUNDRISING

PAYMENTS API

CRYPTO LENDING 

LAUNCHPAD

Yokozuna -横綱 - ROADMAP



What's in it for me?

• Smart yield investment packages

• Free top products as rewards

• Enjoy the crypto competition

• Tokens with great profit potential

• NFT Market and fan zone

• Easier access to the DeFi revolution



HOW TO JOIN?

{ Our cryptocurrencies are 

developed on Binance Smart 

Chain and will be listed as 

trading pair with BNB in 

any BSC BEP20 supporting 

wallet. You can buy or swap 

BITBOOLL coins in number of 

Decentralized exchanges. }



MANAGEMENT  TEAM

Georgi Anadolov

CEO & CPO

Radoslav  Stanoev

CTO

Database expert and 

blockchain guru with  rapid 

experience. 

Head of  Software 

Development team.

Serial entrepreneur and 

founder of SFC. Head of  

Businesses Development 

and Project  

Management teams.

Georgi Georgiev 

Sales manager 

Jason Barrett

Sales Representative 

Daniel Cox 

Sales Representative 



HAVE fun

invest 

and BOOLL 

WITH US

www.bitbooll.com www.bitbooll.io www.booll.co.uk


